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The appearance of the handsome young man can’t help but make Chunhua Qiuyue’s 

eyes light up. 

Although they have received professional training and will not be easily tempted, they 

have to admit that the man in front of them is really beautiful. 

They are so beautiful that even as women, they feel a little ashamed of themselves. 

If the other person had another gender, he would definitely be at the top of the rouge 

list. 

“Who are you?” 

After Dustin looked up and down, he asked coldly. 

Longhu Mountain is different from other places. There are hidden dragons and 

crouching tigers here, and strong people emerge in large numbers. 

Especially people with unknown origins need to be cautious. 

“I’m Yan Buqi, a person from Songjiang. I heard that Longhu Mountain is going to hold a 

martial arts competition, so I came here to join in the fun.” 

The handsome young man named Yan Buqi clasped his hands in his fists and smiled, 

which was really charming. 

Most of the guests eating around him, regardless of gender, had their eyes on him. 

Yan Buqi’s appearance is really outstanding, and Dustin and Chun Hua Qiu Yue are 

also very good-looking. 

With so many handsome men and beautiful women together, it is naturally very eye-

catching. 

“Songjiang? Yan Buqi?” 



Dustin raised his eyebrows slightly and asked tentatively: “Could it be that you are a 

disciple of Yama Hall?” 

“Oh? How did this dear friend see it?” Yan Buqi was a little surprised. 

“My husband is very resourceful. It’s not surprising to see who you are.” Chunhua said 

rather arrogantly. 

“Yam Luodian is the tyrant of Songjiang, with influence all over the world, and as long 

as the disciples who join Yama Luodian have to change their surname to Yan. Based on 

the above two points, you can guess one or two.” Qiuyue added. 

“So that’s it.” 

Yan Buqi nodded suddenly and said with a smile: “This dear friend is well-informed and 

observant. I admire you.” 

“It’s nothing, I just happened to see your badge.” Dustin said suddenly. 

“ah?” 

Yan Buqi was slightly startled, and subconsciously looked down, and sure enough he 

found that the waistband he had hidden in his pocket had fallen out. 

On the front of the waistband, there is a big word “Yan” engraved on it. 

On the front of the waistband, there is a big word “Yan” engraved on it. 

This is exactly the status badge of a disciple of Yama Palace! 

“Ahem… This dear friend is quick to talk, bold and open-minded. I admire you even 

more!” 

Yan Buqi hurriedly hid his waist badge, a look of embarrassment flashed across his 

face. 

“Forget the polite words, what do you want from me?” Dustin asked straight to the point. 



“It’s nothing, I just think the three of you are destined to me.” 

Yan Buqi smiled and said: “As the saying goes, you rely on your parents at home and 

your friends when you go out. One more friend will provide you with a new path. If 

possible, I would like to make friends with the three of them and have a meal together.” 

“Sorry, not interested.” Dustin refused. 

Yama Luodian is huge, especially in recent years, it has developed extremely rapidly, 

second only to Wu Gu Sect, Sword Sect and Tianxiahui. 

In the Songjiang area, one hand covers the sky. 

However, although Yama Luodian is powerful, its reputation is not very good, and he 

does not want to get involved with it. 

“My dear friend, don’t worry. I don’t have any ill intentions. On the contrary, I can help 

you get things done.” Yan Buqi said with a half-smile. 

“help me?” 

Dustin said with an indifferent expression: “All the people from the martial arts world 

gathered in Longhu Mountain are here for the martial arts competition. You are like this, 

and so am I. In other words, the two of us are now in a competitive relationship, so 

what’s the point? Help word?” 

“I just said that I came here just to join in the fun and make some friends. I have no 

interest in the rewards from Longhu Mountain. If you want to participate in the 

competition, I will definitely help you!” Yan Buqi said seriously. 

“Yeah?” 

Dustin smiled meaningfully: “You and I are not relatives, so why should you help me? 

What good will it do to you if you help me?” 

 


